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Eurex Clearing AG to Extend the Number of CCP-Eligible Securities
Eurex Clearing AG (Eurex) has announced that specified equities held in Non-Collective Safe Custody (NCSC) and traded on the Frankfurt
Stock Exchange will be CCP-eligible from 1 July 2013. The fees charged by Eurex for the clearing of equities held in NCSC will change to
bring it in line with the fees charged to clear equities held in Collective Safe Custody (CSC), with the following exceptions:

The fee amount for Gross Delivery Management (GDM) and the service fee for provision of GDM for NCSC equities will be
differentiated ; and

The settlement fee transactions in NCSC equities will not be charged by Eurex.

The simulation environment will remain available to Clearing Members until 1 July 2013.

For further information, including the specific equities and the fee change schedule, please click here: Eurex Clearing AG to Extend the
Number of CCP-Eligible Securities 

Market Information Impact
Germany

This newsflash is for information purposes only.

CCP Risk Impact
Eurex Clearing (DEU)

CCP Flash Impact: Positive

Impacted Risk Type: Financial Risk
Flash Impact = Positive

By offering clearing of additional securities, namely specific equities held in NCSC, Eurex are likely to benefit from an increase in revenues.
The EUR 1.50 fee charged per security claim is significantly higher than that charged for CSC (EUR 0.60), though this can be explained by
the increase in operational costs for the CCP.
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